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Enrolment up
at all CAATs
Enrolment at Ontario
colleges of applied arts
and technology is going
up while enrolment at
universities is dropping.
The Ontario Ministry
of Colleges and Universities recently announced
that full-time college enrolment
has reached
61,094 in 1977-78. This
is an increase of 4% or
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NDP leader Ed Broadbent talks with members of the Chronicle’s editorial staff on his recent
visit to the college. From left to right: Joe Banks, Barb Wilson, Gerald Rose, Broadbent.
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Canada must have better planning
to beat unemployment Broadbent
By KAREN MILLER
Unemployment is the
overriding issue in Canada today says Ed Broadbent, federal leader of
the NDP.
Broadbent made the
statement when he addressed a group of journalism students at Durham College last week.
He said, "Unemployment is not a statistic"

buT’ar-^feumaBmattersHe said prospects for
jobs are dim and more
opportunity for jobs must
be provided.
"The unemployed are
not people who are voluntarily there," he said,
calling the idea that jobs
are just waiting to be
found "a myth".
He said the reason for
the present situation was
the selling of Canada’s
resources to other indus-

trial

countries in the
hope of creating jobs and
bringing income into

new industrial strategy,
which would not necessarily mean more gov-

sistance and private business got the benefit.
On a lighter note,

Canada.
If we had kept the
resources in Canada and
developed secondary industry we would have
been in a better position,
he said. He said we are
not alone in our problems
of unemployment but
other countries "have
governments who think

ernment

Broadbent admitted he
had not read lona Cam-

they are coping better."
Broadbent compared
^Canada with Japan after
the many bombings of
the Second World War.
He said if Japan could
build itself up from
nothing then surely Canada, with its natural
labor
and
resources
force, can make a comeback.
He said that with a

controls but
different
controls’),
Canada could return to
full employment in two or
three years.
He stressed that the
"government must play a
major strategic role" in
creating new conditions
to create jobs. When
asked of the employment
advarta^es of the MacKensde Valley projecf’hesaid there is no guarantee that all the steel
needed will come from
Canada. Those jobs that
were to be created by the
pipeline in the steel
industry are not certain,
he said.
Concerning the Syncrude project in Alberta,
Broadbent said the taxpayers provided the as*’

pagnolo’s Green Paper
on amateur sport, but he
commented on the validity of young people’s involvement in sport.
He said sports "are
essential to a sane existence" for people of all
ages. He said young
people should master a
-sport-they can continue
all their lives.

2,337 students over last
year’s total of 58,757.
Full-time
undergraduate enrolment at universities, on the other
hand. has decreased
2.42% from 145,581 in
1976-77 to 142,063 this
year.
Full-time enrolment at
Durham has gone up to
1,217 this year from
1,113 in 1976-77.
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The arbitration tribunal
that reinstated journalism
instructor William McCarthy has reserved its
decision on the amount of
back pay he is due.
McCarthy, an instructor at the college for six
years before his dismissal
in January .1976, was
reinstated by the tribunal
in September 1977.
The hearing, held on
Monday, arose out of a
dispute between the college and the Ontario
Public Employees Union
over the compensation
due McCarthy for the 20
months he was out of
work.

%ecollege’sronten-
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tion is that McCarthy lost
all rights to back pay
when he turned down a
conditional offer of reinstatement after his initial

dismissal.

OPSEU

arguing
that the college’s proposal of reinstatement is
illegal because an employer cannot bargain
with a single employee
who is a union member
and is covered under a
collective agreement with
the union.
Paliare,
Christopher
union legal council, said,
"We are hopeful a final
decision will be made
within six weeks to two
is

months.

Design, graphics students
to get trip to New York City
Durham’s second year
interior design and graphics students will have
the opportunity to visit
New York museums next
month.
A minimum of 15
students are needed to
make the trip which will
take three days, Feb.
24-26. Those attending

will pay about $85 for the Modern Art.
A written assignment
trip. The price includes
air fare, hotel rooms and concentrating on a designer of an era is
meals.
It is the first time expected from the stuDurham has arranged dents when they return.
The college will also
such a trip. Students will
visit the Metropolitan send three or four staff
Museum of Fine Arts, members on the trip but
the Guggenheim Mus- it is not yet known who
’

eum and the Museum of they will be.

DR. WILLEV GREETS
MP
left to right: Dr. Willey, Mr. Lawrence

Allan Lawrence (M.P. Northumberland-Durham) addressed the first year
journalism class at the college on
Tuesday. Before speaking, Lawrence
met with Dr. G.E. WUley, president of
the college. In the photo above are

and Michael Knell, a first year
journalism student, who was responsible for bringing the M.P. to the

college. Stwy Page 2.
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The Ch ronicle
Arts Division of
The Chronicle is published by the Applied
as a
Durham College of Applied Arts and inTechnology
the journalism
training vehicfe for students enrolled
Opinions expressed
course and as a campus news medium.
are not necessarily those of college administration or the
Durham CoUege Board of Governors.
SwarL
Publisher: David Skinner. Editor-in-chief: Bill
Geraldme
Editorial Staff: Floyd Materne. Gerald Rose,
Markle. Barb Wilson, Nancy Giles, Wendy Lalonde, Joe
Banks, Sandy Read.
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Mainstree
at
’The Hustle is more than j ust a dance
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Oshawa’s infamous brawling room,
Harry’s Hideaway, was destroyed by
fire last. September. The new owners
of the Genosha Hotel renovated the
clutter to createMain Streetl
Aaron Edwards, the likeable manager of Main Street, has achieved his
goal. The bar is clean, the decor is a
vast improvement over Harry’s, staff
and patrons are well dressed, and

there hasn’t been a fight since the
place opened on Nov. 25.
No doubt the management is
pleased by the fact that people have
to arrive by 8 p.m. to get a seat in the
bar. As a customer, I wasn’t pleased
with paying a cover charge, and not
being able to buy a pint of beer.
I resent paying $2.35 for a quart of
beer that is warm by the time I finish
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WENDY
LALONDE

it. Draft used to be a cheaper
alternative, but I’ve never tasted draft
that was worth $1.40. Anyone
struggling with a budget can’t afford
to drink all evening in an establishment with prices like that.
I am impressed with the room. It’s
hard to imagine a dive like Harry’s
ever existed in the same spot as Main
Street. The bands have been excellent, Edwards is friendly and reasonaable, but I miss Harry’s.

During exams, our journalism exam
was to chose a sealed envelope which
contained a story assignment. With
fear in my heart I selected an,
envelope. When I read the assignment
I was relieved; "give a brief history of
the Oshawa Senior Citizens Centre,
but concentrate on seeing the centre
through the eyes of the senior

Dr. Gordon E. Willey explained that
he did not want the local press to
cover Broadbent’s appearance because
he considered it a "classroom

activity".
N.D.P.
But, when well-known politicians
A few days later, an even smaller
group of students talked with Allan speak here, it should be looked upon
Lawrence, PC Northumberland-Dur- as a "college activity", and not be
limited to a particular group of
ham.
And, in the near future, Sam students.
If the college really wants to
Cureatz, PC Durham-East will visit
the college to speak with Journalism establish itself as part of the
community, then this would be a good
students.
This is commendablean excellent place to start.

citizens."

learning opportunity for the students

’

Dining room great, but
The new dining room in the sports
complex is & fine addition to Durham
College, but it has one downfall; while
the room has a standard liquor
license, there is a rule that no drinks
are served until 5 p.m.
The administrative staff responsible
for the rule were granted special
approval from the liquor control board
to prohibit liquor during the academic
day (except for special occasions
which must be arranged in advance
with Dave Houghton, food service
director for the college.)
Undoubtedly there are valid reasons
for the rule, which must be weighed
with its disadvantages.
Dr. Gordon Willey feels that
allowing liquor during lunch (which is
served from 11:30 a.m. till 2 p.na.)
would bring complaints from the
community, whose tax dollars pay for
the complex. Worried parents would
question what kind of education their
children are receiving at a college
which condones drinking on campus.
This is definitely true. However, we
have been told that the sports
complex, including the dining room is
not only for students and staff at
Durham but for community residents
as well. While some people would
complain, many others would likely
appreciate having a drink during
’

lunch.

Reginald Smith feels that serving
liquor is contrary to the academic
goals of the college, which is to
provide a good education. He says
that the college would be taking a
risk.

Some students would abuse the
privileges. For example, vandalism
occurs at every pub; at the Christmas
bash, glass was smashed in the front
rinnr f.n f.hft

rafeteria.

However, pubs and the Christmas
bash cannot be compared with the

Complex not so complex
It’s good to s<pe a system of
organization which can be flexible
when the moment calls for it.
Whether it be in business or any other
form of network requiring an organizational method of functioning, we
just do not see this enough.
Rick Kerr, however, has shown that
he can bring this about in the sports
complex. He has examined all the
data, listened to all the complaints
and taken all the flak and has
consciously made a decision to throw
out the old system of admittance into
the complex and bring in the new.
The new system of entry will
involve only giving your card to the
person on the desk, acquiring a lock,
and entering the complex. The old
system made us hand over our card,
sign a book stating our names and
time of entry; we were then given a

ddults.

BARB WILSON

The Unemployment Insurance Commission’s announcement that $1
million will be poured into an ad
campaign to discourage cheating on
UIC benefit forms is another example
of the government losing sight of what
is important today.
With inflation now passing 9% and
unemployment equalling that of the
depression years, the government
sees fit to spend a million dollars on
attempting to reach peoples’ consciences.
When a person cheats the government, whether it be on tax forms.
OHIP forms, or unemployment forms,
they are usually aware of the
consequences. But this does not deter
them.
For some people, trying to outsmart
the government is a challenge.

During an interview with Alderman
Margaret Shaw in November, I was
told of the many events that go on at
the Senior Citizens Centre. Alderman
Shaw said that it would do young
people good to go down to the centre
and see what goes on.
With this in mind I was confident
that the assignment would be an easy
WWMWWWWWWWWW
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choose any locker he wants.
Kerr has pleased both himself and
the complex’s users. While finding a
system which’ if fast and convenient
for the staff, he has also found a
system desirable to the actural users
of the place.
Students have recently been complaining of the ’hassles’ of getting
into the structure, but these should
become less and less frequent a? the
system is tried by more and more
students.
But in the meantime, as the low
percentage of students entering the
complex is evident, Kerr and his staff
should be given the old back-pat for
having the insight to institute the new

system.

JOE BANKS

^

Unfortunately, the government may
be outsmarting themselves. With an
election approaching, the government
may be alienating themselves to such
a poing that there will be no return.
The ads will carry the message that
cheating on unemployment insurance
is "stealing from your neighbors,
friends, fellow employees, employers,
and the government of Canada".
Anyone cheating on UIC forms
undoubtedly has an idea of whom they
are cheating. A stem message, via the
media, will probably have little or no
effect on cheaters.
It would seem much wiser, on the
part of the government to direct the
million dollars into a job creation
program and perhaps in doing so, get
some people off of the UIC payroll.

SANDY READ

one. I had only to go down to the
centre and talk to some of the senior
citizens.

When I got there the secretary.
informed me I could not take pictures,
and I could not speak to any of the
senior citizens because it might upset
them.
The secretary waited an hour to
inform Audrey MacLean, the president of the centre, that I was there.
After waiting another half hour while
a decision was made, I was finally
granted permission to speak to some
of the senior citizens, but I was
only allowed to record their comments
if they would agree to it, and under
no conditions would I be allowed to
take pictures.

I spoke to six of the senior citizens,
all were involved in something;
playing cards, selling tickets, or
planning events. None of these people
minded talking to me, in fact, they
seemed to enjoy it.
The stand the administration took
was very disappointing. It seemed
incongrous with everything I had
previously heard or read about senior
citizens’ centres. If it had been a
nursing home I may have gone along
with the opinion that interviews could
upset the residents because often
those people are senile or in frail
health.
But at the senior citizens centre, all
the people were active, they were
there because they wanted to be

by

SANDRA

READ
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involved with people.
Perhaps the administration at
Oshawa’s Senior Citizen Centre
should refresh themselves in the goals
of the centre; that is to keep people
involved. What bettor involvement is
there than bringing old people and
young people together?

:.-«*.__;--<

St. Nick: A corp orate g enius or a j olly old soul?

lock and assigned* a locked number.
The new system allows a person to

Tt^s not nice lo

dining room.

The atmosphere is quiet, even
elegant and well supervised by the
staff of Tony’s Refreshment Service.
These people have the legal right to
either refuse and/or kick out anyone
who is drunk or abuses liquor
privileges.
In abiding by the rule, the
administration is being unfair to
community residents who might expect to have a drink during lunch, and
telling students (and staff) they are
not mature enough to make their own
decisions.
There is an accepted law of
psychology that says if you treat
people like children they will act like
children. Changing the rule would
give the administration the perfect
opportunity to treat students, (who
are all of legal age), as responsible

.

Routine story reveals some sad facts to reporter

Closed-door policy unfair

Historically, politicians have realized this, and have included colleges
involved.
But what about the remainder of and universities on their speaking
the students who attend Durham tours.
Winston Churchill made his famous
College? They too, should have the
’Iron Curtain’ speech to university
opportunity to become involved.
The practice of the college is to students in Fulton, Missouri.
The studdnts here are adults; t;hey
view these politicians as . guest
to be
lecturers to a particular class, and not can vote; arid they do not need
protected from the grim realities of
open it up for anyone to attend.
It is difficult to understand the the political and economical realm.
NANCY GILES
reasoning behind this sort of "closeddoor policy"

.
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Recently a small group of students
gathered in the lecture theatre to hear
a speaker of national prominenceEd
Broadbent, Federal Leader of the

glass
Marrv’Q a
a fight
fioht. or
Tr> Harry’s
nr a broken glass
In
caused little concern. I got the feeling
that if I broke anything, even
accidentally, in Main Street the many
don’t miss picking hair out of my beer bouncers wouldat the very leastglass, or not being able to kill the odd see that my career was ruined and my
cockroach, but I do miss the
family held hostage for the price of
atmosphere.
its
quieter moments, the glass.
During
The new bar seems to be the "in"
Harry’s had character. There was a place
to go. The management should
feeling of pub-like friendliness. Every- beware of
this. People who frequent
one had an air of comfortable "in" places are often fickle. Business
familiarity about them. I knew what to
won’t be as profitable in the future if
expect.
off.
The first thing that struck me on my the novelty wears
I’m trying to be fair. Main Street
visits to Main Street was the
long enough to
dishonest atmosphere of a singles bar. hasn’t beenownopen
character, but if it
The place was full of pretty people create its
wearing pretty clothes, subtly hustling further develops the existing atmosphere, I don’t believe this bar will
each other.
did.
The decor is improved, but sterile. last as long as Harry’s
..

_
not that I miss the fights, or the
It’s
people who started them. I don’t mind
wearing dress pants instead of jeans. I
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BANKS

Well, the holiday season is now
completely and entirely over. The
phoney Christmas trees have all been
folded up and stored back in the
broom closets for another year, all the
left-over turkey has disappeared
(hopefully), people have stopped
being merry and jovial, and all the
empty liquor bottles have been tossed
in the can.
Not many people know this (except
you now), but even good old Santa
Claus has taken a winter home in
Miami. Yes that’s right. I just got
back from nn ftffsipmment in Miami
(the Chronicle’s budget is increasing), interviewing father Christmas
himself, and what I’ve learned is of

Book store slow!
To the editor:

startling news to all of us who thought
the old fellow did nothing but sit up in
the North Pole and watch his elves
repair toys for next Christmas. No sir.
First, to get the reasons for this
bizarre change in St. Nick, we have to
examine his life in retrospect.
No one knows when Santa Claus
was bom, (the one who used to live
up in the North Pole), and it wasn’t
until about 15 yaars ago, that Santa
Claus really came into the public eye.
It seems prior to this, he did exactly
what we all thought he did, which was

travel around the world and deliver
toys to children. With increased
publicity due to the introduction of
T^V., especially around Christmas
time, St. Nick began to meet some
very influential people in the marketing world, who tried to convince the
jolly old soul to expand his toy-making
business.

Santa Claus accepted the men’s
_
offer, and soon established a factory
(which replaced the-workshop), at the
.

«
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North Pole with the aid of capital from
the marketers. Santa became involved

with trading and soon got himself
established in the world trade market.
Santa’s company, (known as St. Nick’s
Inc.), was soon operating all year
round on a global basis.
Santa soon got fed up with the
North Pole and hired one of his oldest
and most trusted elves, Alphonso, to
run the plant during the summer
months while he spent his time
soaking up the sun on Miami Beach.
Santa Claus had donned his familiar
parka and fuzzy crimson trunks for
some colorful bennuda shorts and a
yellow tee-shirt with ’Santa baby’
written across the front of it.
The Christmas of 1963 was to be a
bad, one for Santa and he was soon to
leam the harsh realities of the outside

world.
It was Christmas Eve, and Santa
was on the first leg of his annual
journey when suddenly out of the
moonlit night, two Canadian .fighterjets came screaming out of the
hiarlmftsa toward him. They were
from NORAD headquarters, and had
orders to identify and possibly destroy

the UFO spotted over the Canadian
airspace.
"Bluejay five to bluejay leader,"
called the pilot of one of the jets over
his mike, "Fat man dressed in red
coat in sled. Eight tiny reindeer
pulling a red sled. Red! It’s a
’Commie...

With that, the pilot turned his
aircraft and bore down on the

suprised Santa.
A missile struck his backside, and
the poor old man bailed out
somewhere over Lake Superior. Home
he went to the North Pole that very
night, soaking and cursing, never to
be seen in the skies at Christmas
again.
But that was not the end of St.
Nick’s Inc. No, indeed. He decided to
send the elves out in sleds on
Christmas while he directed operations safe and warm from Miami. To
this day, you can see Mr. Kringle out
on the ’beach constantly on the phone
to Alphonso at the North Pole.
And
whn ^nya Christmas has gone
commercial?

THE COLLEGE LIFE?

We.

the students of Interior Design
would like to bring to your attention
the lack of co-operation of the
bookstore in necessary equipment.
In September we paid approximately ninety dollars for our art kits
which are still incomplete. Due to the
constant use of our supplies we find
that when we run out we are unable
to replace them.
What is the purpose of having a
bookstore when students have to go
off campus to buy materials?

Anna Mychalewycz
Jack Lochhead
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Lynn Schools
Sheila Warren
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L ORD S R ANK TENTH
Durham Lords basket- "they played full court height, and remain with
after eight

games.
The game gave coach
Stewart a chance to see
what the Lords have to
work at in preparation for
the regional playoffs.

"We are not pat on
offense,’’ said Stewart,
"and not working hard
enough on the scrimmage .’’ What the game
did do was give every
player a chance on the
court and gave Stewart a
chance to see some of the
players in action that he
had not seen before.

"It also instills some
confidence in the players
and adds to the team
unity," said Stewart.
Joe Fitzpatrick led the
Lords in scoring with 27
points followed by Mike
Baker with 11, and Dave
Lapos and Brian Trigg
with 10.
Fitzpatrick’s 27 points
moves him into second
place in the individual
scoring standings for the
eastern division.
/

Gerry McCausland was
the top scorer for the
Panthers with 12 points
followed by Mike Sikorski
with seven.

j SPOR TS SHORTS^
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Gi l champs

’

I;;; Curling team
|
loses at bonspiel
The Durham men’s
varsity curling team finished third out of eight at
a bonspiel hosted by
Sheridan College Jan.
7 and 8.
Durham defeated the
teams
from
George
Brown College 8-4 and
Seneca College 12-2 before being defeated by
Sheridan College 6-5.
In the consolation final
Durham defeated Seneca
College 7-6.

by head referee Dave Lapos.
Gi l ’s otb^ g"»1 wag scored by
Mike Baker. Stan Bombino scored
G12’s only goal.

The men’s team consists of: Mort Cooper,
lead; Greg Timbers, vice
skip; Mike McLaren,
skip; Glen Walker; John
Loche
The Durham women’s
team lost to Georgian
College 8-3; St. Lawrence
College 7-6; Mohawk
College 10-7. The score
in the Durham vs Humber game is not known.
The women’s team
consists of.’Judy Passmore, vice skip; Nancy
Guenette, skip; Bobbi

A2S lead
A2S leads the first division of the
men’s intramural ice hockey league
with ten points. Second and third
division leaders are T3 with six points
and G2 with eight points.

Lance Phoenix leads the individual
scoring race with 19 points, followed by
Tim Brown and Rick Carter with 12
points. AH three leading scorers are
members of the A2S team.
’.v«w

Buchanan

and

^

The Durham teams will
host the Durham College

jirir

728-4476

MCH^ V. Richer

D.C.

CHIROPRACTOR

Bonspiel at the Oshawa
Golf and Country Club on
Sunday Feb. 19 starting
at. 12 noon.

NORTHERN CHIROPRACTIC CENTRE
SOMMERVILLE MALL
133 D TAUNTON RD. W,
OSHAWA, ONT. L1G 3T4

NTER
-PU EBECWI
CARNIVAL
FEEL 3-& ^rKtrFEB. M-12

PER PERSON
Round trip bus transportation
Why pay for a hotel ?
Depart Friday Feb. 3 1 1 :30 p.m.
Return Sunday Feb. 5 2 a.rn.
-/;;

or

.

’

,-

;.

Depart Friday Feb. 10 1 1 :30 p.m.
Return Sunday Feb. 12 at 2 a.rn.

i:i::

For reservations and pickup points call (416) 623-6660
5 days advanced reservation required

TOM CLARK
O/wvel Q/ours

ffmwi With Quality

Sharon

Burns.

me
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Gil led by Joe Fitzpatrick’s two
goals are this year’s team handball
champions, after defeating first place
G12, Wed., Jan. 18.
Gil led throughout the game and
Fitzpatrick scored a quick goal with
four minutes left in the game, that
caused play to be stopped.
Fitzpatrick’s goal was scored while
referee Herman Henry was warning
G12 player Jim Sexsmith about rough
play. Henry initially disallowed the
goal, but his decision was overruled

opening in last Fridays game.

for

Licenced and bonded by the Ontario Government
Retail 15155995
Wholesale 1516991
_
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Joe Fitzpatrick [4] looks

_

The Starting Line-Up up what we were going
newspaper which also to do it was to late."
The Lords decided to
predicts they will win the
OCAA eastern division press the Seneca team
but ran out of time. The
chamnionships.
The paper, a quarterly Seneca Braves had a 10
publication on university point lead which Durham
and community college cut to two before missing
basketball teams, had two shots that could have
previously listed the tied the game with 19
Lords as eight. The seconds left to play.
ranking based on last
"We should have beat
years statistics was ad- them," said Lapos, "they
justed in December to weren’t that good."
include the statistics of
Top scorer tor the
this years games "which Lords was Jim Sexsmith
is more realistic, "said with 18 points followed
Dave Stewart, coach of by Joe Fitzpatrick with 14
and Mike Baker with
the Lords.
’I admire their op- eight.
In last Fridays game,
timism,’ said Stewart,
regarding their prediction the Lords overpowered
"but I think it’s going to the Canadore Panthers of
be a pretty hard dog North Bay 84-39 at the
fight."
college.
The Lords, who have
The Lords last year
won the eastern division been inactive for three
championship but lost in weeks over the holidays
the provincial semi-final with only non-compulsory
to Fanshawe College of practices, did not play
London.
very well.’We didn’t play
In Tuesday’s exhibition particularly well with that
game against Seneca Col- three week layoff and
lege, last year’s pro- were thankful we played
vincial winners, the Lords a weaker team," said
Stewart.
lost 52-50.
"We weren’t used to
The Panthers, in their
playing a team that first season of competiquick, "said Dave Lapos, tion, lack experience and

out a win

_

ball team are now ranked pressure the whole game
tenth m the nation by and by the time we set

I

